A Message
from the Honorary Chairman
I would like to congratulate Thailand
Business Council for Sustainable Development
(TBCSD) for the unification of the country
leading business organizations in supporting
the raising of environmental awareness
under the principles of sustainable
development. TBCSD has continuously
operated the task for 20 years. The
achievement of the past performance
occurred from the members in creating
and supporting various types of social
and environmental activities, for instance
development of the national policy, increasing
competitive capability of the member
organizations and the best practice, and
raising environmental awareness and
maintaining cultural heritage, including
the social assistance for the community
and educational institute. The aforesaid
operations show the potential of Thai
businesses taking parts in developing the
country, no need to wait for the government’s
actions unilaterally. In addition, it indicates
the intention to express social responsibility as
being the associated members of the society.
Lastly, I would like to see more of all
member organizations doing business

concurrently with the environmental
management and social responsibility.
In achieving the business goal sustainably,
3 dimensions of balance must be considered
among the needs of economic (business),
society and environment. All these dimensions
must be supported and developed
simultaneously with intention and awareness
of their duties toward society, truly and
continuously. Besides, it also shows the
potential and transparency of the member
organizations to do business; and to
be a role model for other businesses to
show that conducting business based
on social and environmental support is
practical. It’s time for Thai business
organizations to play a leading role in
developing the country as well as to impose
regulations of doing business on the basis
of social and environmental responsibility;
so that it can prove that the business with
the aforesaid operations can truly foster
sustainable development in Thai society.

Mr. Anand Panyarachun
Honorary Chairman of Thailand Business
Council for Sustainable Development
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A Message
from the Chairman
I am honored and delighted to have
earned the trust from the members to serve
as the Chairman of the Thailand Business
Council for Sustainable Development
(TBCSD). Serving in this role has been a
very valuable experience because it is
highly recognized that TBCSD is an
important collaboration of Thailand’s largest
and leading organizations. Since its
establishment in 1993, the council has
worked continuously with a strong commitment to promote sustainable development
in Thai society. The TBCSD has primarily
focused on providing benefits that are of
common interest to the public.
In past twenty years, TBCSD has
collaborated among its members across
Thailand to promote the responsible
management of natural resources and
environmental conservation. To achieve
sustainability, including the creation of
benefits to youth, community and Thai
society, various activities and projects have
been continuously conducted.

Looking into the future, TBCSD aims to
increase the cooperation among member
organizations. At the present, TBCSD has
45 members and is committed to have more
members in the following year in order to
strengthen and build a strong network for
substantial implementation. To carry on
existing activities and projects, continuously,
TBCSD will do campaigns and raise
awareness of business sector to drive Thai
society to be “Green and Low Carbon
Society”. Consequently, this will keep pace
with the social and environmental situation
as well as show the position of leadership
in business sector as a driving force in
bringing Thailand towards sustainable
development.

Mr.Prasert Bunsumpun
Chairman of Thailand Business Council
for Sustainable Development
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Preface

Objectives

Structure

Thailand Business Council for Sustainable Developmen

FIRST STEP TOWARDS
SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
The Thailand Business Council for
Sustainable Development (TBCSD) was
established in 1993 through an integration

of a group of top business leaders by
Mr. Anand Panyarachun, former Prime
Minister of Thailand serving as its President,
the Council seeks to create awareness of
the possible harmony between managing
business and conserving natural resources
and the environment. The TBCSD strives
to promote environmental responsibility
within the corporate sector of Thailand
and encourages the move towards sustainable business development. At present, the
TBCSD receives secretarial assistance from
the Thailand Environment Institute, and has
45 members from leading business groups
and agencies that support and participate
in the various initiatives of the TBCSD.

TBCSD OBJECTIVES
1. Create awareness within corporate
entities of the need to take efforts to protect
the environment.
2. Promote the implementation of the
principal of ‘sustainable development’ within
the corporate sector.
3. Facilitate and encourage the
involvement of private sector organizations
in effective environmental management
policy formulation.
4.Support the business sector in
im p l e m e n t effe c t i v e e nv iro nm e n ta l
management initiatives in Thailand.
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THE FUTURE
: ONE STEP FORWARD
The TBCSD has continued to partner
with the business sector on the path of
environmental improvement by promoting
the concept of “Sustainable Development”.
The TBCSD’s focus remains on encouraging
private organizations to conduct business in
a responsible way that conserves natural
resources and the environment. Through
the provision of support and advice,
organizations are encouraged to make
the shift towards adopting ‘green business’
practices by working on making production
and supply chain processes environment
friendly, product packaging more sustainable,
designing and manufacturing eco-friendly
products, conserving energy, reducing waste,
and creating awareness on environmental
responsibility. The TBCSD extends its hand
to all organizations to take on joint efforts

for raising environmental awareness and
improving environmental management
regulation for the protection and preservation
of the environment. Moreover, the TBCSD
believes that environmentally responsible
actions would strengthen the capacity of
businesses in facing the challenges of
competition in the corporate world, and
would lead to a sustainable Thai society that
would have a higher quality of living.

FOLLOWING POLICY
DEVELOPMENT IN THAILAND
The knowledge, wisdom and creativity
of Thai businesses are the kernel of Thai
culture and are extremely valuable. However
in the near future, due to the advent of
global environmental problems, each
organization must apply this knowledge
and wisdom towards achieving sustainable
environmental management. The TBCSD
believes that Thai businesses can achieve
this by participating in policy development
that facilitates in the implementation of:
• Labels and Certification for low carbon
and green products and green buildings.
• Making all business operations and
processes more sustainable.
• Raising of environmental awareness
and concern through educational and
promotional campaigns
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THE NEED TO RESPOND FOR
PROMPT ACTION ON GLOBAL
WARMING AND CLIMATE CHANGE
In response to the threatening consequences of global warming, the TBCSD
has attempted to transform Thai Society
into being a Low Carbon Society. Through
cooperation with the Thai business sector,
various initiatives that reduce greenhouse
gas emissions has been implemented, such
as making business production processes
sustainable, promoting the use of green
services and products, and encouraging
energy conservation. This is being done
through the following activities;
• Carbon Reduction Certification for Buildings,
to support and encourage the business sector
in reducing their environmental impact from
buildings and infrastructure
• Encouraging TBCSD members to
purchase and use low carbon and green
products manufactured by TBCSD members
and partners
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• Establishment of the ‘Global Warming
and Health Fund’
• Encouraging private organizations
to take steps towards lowering the climate
change impact of their business activities.
A majority of TBCSD activities is
carried out in the form of projects to cover
of environmental issues involving public
and private sector partners and local
communities. The followings are some
projects that are being the implemented:
• Supporting the Use of Low Carbon
and gre en products and ServicesSustainable and Gre en Procurement
Initiative
• Carbon Reduction Certification for
Buildings
• Green Meetings Initiative

REWARDS FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL EXCELLENCE
The TBCSD rewards the public
or organizations with various
honors, such as :
• Eco-School Award
• Eco-Hospital Award
• Eco-Friend Award

CAPACITY BUILDING FOR BUSINESS
COMPETITIVENESS AND BEST PRACTICES
The TBCSD regularly arranges special seminars,
workshops and meetings on corporate environmental
management approaches and strategies for its
member organizations and the wider public. Domestic
and international field trips are also organized to share
experiences, knowledge and exchange ideas among
TBCSD members and relevant business associations
on effective environmental the management in the
private sector. The objectives of these events are to
build the capacity of its member organizations and
other business associations in the implement green
business practices
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ORGANIZATION CHART

Honorary Chairman
Mr. Anand Panyarachun

Honorary Advisor
Prof. Dr. Phaichitr Uathavikul

Chairman of TBCSD
Mr. Prasert Bunsumpun
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Classification of TBCSD
members (as of 2013)

AGRO & FOOD INDUSTRY
FOOD AND BEVERAGE SECTOR
• Charoen Pokphand Foods Public
Company Limited
• Mitr Phol Group
• ThaiNamthip Limited

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
AUTOMOTIVE SECTOR
• Honda Automobile (Thailand)
Co., Ltd.
• Toyota Motor Thailand Company
Limited

CONSUMER PRODUCTS
INDUSTRY
HOME & OFFICE PRODUCTS SECTOR
• Unilever Thai Services Limited
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FINANCIALS INDUSTRY
BANKING SECTOR
• KASIKORNBANK Public Company
Limited
• Krung Thai Bank PCL.
• Siam Commercial Bank PCL.
INSURANCE SECTOR
• The Viriyah Insurance Public Company
Limited

INDUSTRIALS INDUSTRY
PACKAGING SECTOR
• Tetra Pak (Thailand) Limited
PAPER & PRINTING MATERIALS SECTOR
• Double A (1991) Public Company
Limited
PETROCHEMICALS & CHEMICALS
SECTOR
• Bayer Thai Co., Ltd.
• Dow Chemical Thailand Limited
• PTT Global Chemical Public
Company Limited
• Vinythai Public Company Limited

Classification of TBCSD
members (as of 2013)
PROPERTY & CONSTRUCTION
BUSINESS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS SECTOR
• Asia Cement Public Company
Limited
• Carpets International Thailand Public
Company Limited
• InterfaceFLOR (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
• The Siam Cement Public
Company Limited
• Siam City Cement Public
Company Limited

• IRPC Public Company Limited
• PTT Exploration and Production
Public Company Limited
• PTT Public Company Limited
• Ratchaburi Electricity Generating
Holding PCL
• Star Petroleum Refining Public
Company Limited
• Thai Oil Public Company Limited

SERVICES BUSINESS
COMMERCE SECTOR
• Amway (Thailand) Co.,Ltd.

RESOURCES BUSINESS
ENERGY & UTILITIES SECTOR
• The Bangchak Petroleum PCL.
• Chevron Thailand Exploration
and Production, Ltd.
• Electricity Generating Authority
of Thailand
• Electricity Generating Public
Company Limited
• Esso (Thailand) Public Company
Limited

MEDIA & PUBLISHING SECTOR
• MCOT Public Company Limited

OTHERS
• Crown Property Bureau
• Industrial Estate Authority of
Thailand
• Thailand Environment Institute
Foundation
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TBCSD Highlight Projects
1993 - 2013
The operation of Thailand Business
Council for Sustainable Development
(TBCSD) has aimed to promote social and
environmental activities on the concept of
“business operations need good management
together with the conservation of natural
resources and environment, and social
responsibility”. Over the past 20
years, TBCSD has carried out
short-term and long-term
projects. These projects
have built participation
a n d a wa re n e s s
o n s o ci a l a n d
e nv iro nm e n t
at the nationa l , re g i o n a l ,
in t e r n a t i o n a l
and community
l ev e l s . Wi t h
the systematic
operations and
various new bodies
of knowledge both in
the proactive approach
and inheritance of go od
model in the past; TBCSD has
continued the conservation and development
in order to increase efficiency in the sustainable
eco-friendly production with hope to produce
substantial model for conducting business
and strengthening Thai society sustainably.
There is a project that supports and pushes
forward policies to the national level
which is Thai Green Label Scheme. TBCSD
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initiated the Thai green label scheme in
Thailand in 1993 to signify the consumers
that the products certified by Thai green
label have less environmental impact when
compared with the same kind of products
without the label. This project has been
approved and co operated from the
Ministry of Industry, the Ministry
of Science, Technology and
Environment and other
associated private
o rg a niza t i o n s by
having Thai Industrial Standards
In s t i t u t e a n d
Thailand Environment Institute served as
the secretary,
which lead to
the substantial
practice. Nowad a y s , t h e Th a i
green label scheme
is accepted at both
national and international
levels, and is included in the
green procurement of the public sector
and Global Ecolabelling Network (GEN).
Therefore, this project aims to change
the consumers’ behavior in paying more
attention to eco-friendly products.
The member organizations have been
encouraged to implement ISO 14001
in their organizations and their business

partner groups by aiming to push forward
the implementation of the effective environmental management, to reduce cost and
expenses and to minimize environmental
problems. It helps preventing the violation of
environmental regulations or law. Moreover,
it helps to build good relationship with the
communities around the businesses. The
implementation of ISO 14001 can help to
reduce the management cost and increase
the income. Training and knowledge
dissemination of ISO 14001 were provided
to the member organizations and entrepreneur.
In addition, the using of green supply chain was
promoted for the members in applying to
their suppliers. According to the CSR movement
in the world, the member organizations
have jointly carried forward this issue to
be known and practiced in Thai business
society as seen nowadays.
What is more, TBCSD has also realized
and emphasized on global warming and its
impacts; thus TBCSD has carried out several
projects for solving such problems. As a
result, Low Carbon Society was introduced
to Thai society by reducing GHG emissions
in operating their activities and businesses.
In addition, we also encourage our network
and business partner to reduce GHG
emissions by selecting green products and
services; as well as to increase energy
efficiency. Owing to the realization of the
aforesaid global warming problem, several
projects both short-term and long-term
were executed; namely,

CARBON REDUCTION
CERTIFICATION FOR
BUILDINGS
As part of the effort to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions in the private sector, the
TBCSD in the collaboration with the
Th a il a n d Env iro nm e n t In s t i t u t e h a s
formulated a certification for low-carbon
emitting buildings. This certification, known
as ‘Carbon Reduction Certification for
Buildings’ demands for reduction in 6
areas: Electricity consumption, Fossil fuel
combustion, Water consumption, Refrigerant
consumption, Waste management and the
establishment of green spaces in the building
premises. The initiative’s objective is to
encourage organizations to take action towards
reducing negative the environmental
im p a c t s f ro m ow n e d b uild in g s a n d
infrastructure. Buildings that are eligible to
apply for this certification include offices,
educational institutions, shopping malls,
hotels, exhibition halls, banks and libraries.
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SUPPORTING THE USE OF
LOW CARBON GOODS AND
SERVICES-SUSTAINABLE AND
GREEN PROCUREMENT
INITIATIVE
In times, where the effects of global
environmental phenomena such as global
warming is causing detrimental impacts, it is
required that natural resources are efficiently
used so that impacts on the environment
can be minimized. One way to do this is to
consider the life cycle of products, where
all of its aspects ranging from quality, price,
product, service and delivery has taken into
account in terms of reducing environmental
impact. In response to the need for this
change, the TBCSD has taken initiative
to encourage its member organizations to
practice sustainability as described above
and be ideal models for other organizations
in terms of adopting and practicing green
procurement approaches. Organizations
were encouraged to produce/support products/
services/facilities that are environment
friendly and certified with various labels
used in Thailand such as Green Label,
Carbon Reduction Label, Energy Label
No. 5, Recycle Label, Renewable Energy
and Energy Efficiency Label. As part of
this initiative, the TBCSD also advertises
and promotes those organizations that
have taken efforts to incorporate green
procurement policies in their business plans
and actions.
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TBCSD MANIFESTO AND
VOLUNTARY AGREEMENT
FOR ENERGY
EFFICIENCY IN BUSINESS
The energy used in buildings and businesses make a proportion of 40 percent
of the whole consumption, thus TBCSD
brings the successful Manifesto concept
from WBCSD to persuade the member
organizations and their business partners as
well as the interested institute/organization
to cosign the manifesto in order to improve
energy efficiency and reduce energy
usage in buildings which will lead to GHG
emission reduction. This will set up the new
standard for energy management of the
building in the country. In 2012 the Department
of Alternative Energy Development
and Efficiency (DEDE) gave precedence
to this project, then co operated with
Thailand Environment Institute to expand
the project to
energy conservation
in buildings
campaign in form of
“Voluntary
Agre ement: VA

Energy Beyond Standards”. This project is
designed to cooperate in campaigning and
building participation from entrepreneur
and private sectors in saving energy which
will extend results and broadly publicize
the activities.

GREEN MEETINGS
The Gre en Me etings initiative is
another effort to encourage private sector
organizations to reduce their environmental
impacts that may occur as a consequence of
business activities. The initiative focuses on
‘greening’ in-house business activities such
as meetings, seminars, conferences, training
sessions and other events. Organizations
were encouraged to reuse and reduce
resources used during such events, to conserve
energy and lessen the environmental impact
in various other ways (paperless, recycling
material, using resources from local sources).
Organizations that follow the criteria and
guidelines of this initiative were awarded
with a certificate that shows recognition
of their environmental commitments.
This initiative provides organizations an
effective approach through which they
can reduce their environmental impacts.
The TBCSD also provides consultation
services to participating organization to
assist them in making their business activities
environmentally sustainable.

GLOBAL WARMING AND
HEALTH FUND
Establishment of the ‘Global Warming
and Health Fund’ for providing the young
generation with various opportunities for
conducting local research on the indirect
and direct effects of climate change on the
health of people, and measures that
can be taken to ensure protection and
the prevention against possible health
problems. The fund also supports young
researchers in their endeavor to research
about the links and the interrelations
between human health and global warming.
Activities as part of this initiative range from
the setting up of small group discussion sessions and seminars to enable the exchange
of knowledge and consider models for
implementation in the focal area, and fund
raising activities for financially supporting
the research requirements of individual
researchers.
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REDUCE SUGARCANE
BURNING
Farmers are encouraged to reduce
sugarcane burning before harvesting.
Department of Agriculture, Ministry of
Agricultural and Cooperatives collaborated
with Thailand Environment Institute to publish
a handbook “Guideline to reduce burning
in sugarcane farm” to disseminate to the
farmers in every regions.

GREEN SIEP: PLANTING TREE
UNDER HER ROYAL HIGHNESS
PRINCESS MAHA CHAKRI
SIRINDHORN
TBCSD collaborated with Sirindhorn
International Environmental Park and
Thailand Environment Institute to operate
the project “Green SIEP with Royal Gracious
Kindness” in order to promote the new way
of growing plants with the integration of
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post-maintenance, so that the plants can
support the environment sustainably.

KOH KLANG : CARBON
CAPTURE AND STORAGE
ISLAND
TBCSD joined the community and private
sector to rehabilitate mangrove forest and
to conserve coastal resources at Koh Klang
area in Muang District, Krabi Province, in
order to be the sustainable source of carbon
capture and storage.

GREEN PARK FOR HISTORICAL
MONUMENT AND HEALTH:
RATCHAKARUN RED CROSS
CENTER
TBCSD helped to design and renovate
Ratchakarun Red Cross Center to be a
learning center of history, natural resources,
environment, and health center for the

public and elderly people, as well as
the training center for public and private
sectors. Ratchakarun Red Cross Center is
available for various groups of people as
a beach recreation area, a sacred garden
and a herb garden for educational benefits
with the prominent point that is suitable for
learning eco-system and natural resources
based on the eco-efficient management.

DEVELOPMENT OF A
COMMUNITY POWER PLANT
IN MAE HONG SON PROVINCE
Mae Hong Son is the province that
consists of people from various tribes. A
lot of communities still have no access to
electricity, so TBCSD provided renewable
energy for them with the concept “there is
forest, there is water, there is electricity” in
order that the community will save forest
for generating abundance, income and
well-being.
The working process is not to provide
electricity for the community, but to set their
own management system, to administer
the community’s incomes, impose regulations
for saving forest, water and natural resources,
as well as quality of life which will result
in the sustainable good quality of life
afterwards.

SAMUI : GREEN ISLAND
TBCSD realized the importance of
private sector participation to sustainably
develop the local region and environment.
Thus, TBCSD together with Koh Samui
Municipality, Tourism Authority of Thailand,
Green Island Foundation, Association of
Thai Southeastern Hotels, Koh Samui
Community, Thailand Environment Institute,
The Institute for Global Environmental
Strategies (IGES), Department of National
Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation,
Energy Policy and Planning Office have
promoted Samui to be green island in
the significant environmental issues, such
as Water Security, Low Carbon Society,
Clean Development Mechanism, Youth
Development and Waste Management.

TBCSD SYNERGY…TO SAVE
THE WORLD
According to the continuous disaster
from global warming, the members of
TBCSD collaborates every segment’s synergy
to prevent the impact of global warming
and to mitigate the problems by setting up
associated activity groups, i.e.
• NATURAL DISASTER
These activities conform to the public
sector for drawing up plans and measures
to deal with disaster substantially, including
the prevention and mitigation of damages.
In addition, these projects also encourage
people to be aware of the importance of
the preparedness for coping with the crisis
that may occur through the network and
resources of the business sectors. There are
3 major guidelines, i.e. building effective
warning systems, training for dealing with
disaster, and providing knowledge and
understanding about the disaster for the
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society. For the part of special project
“Natural Disaster”, TBCSD gave assistance
to the past disaster victims, i.e. setting up
TBCSD Hotline Centre: the helping network
in case of disaster, to collect resources and
cooperation from the member to help the
victims. The assistance may deliver directly
to the disaster areas as soon as getting the
requests, or deliver to the organization or
media that working on those issues, such
as drinking water, medicine, clothes, fuel
oil, cement, sugar etc.
In the past year 2011, Thailand encountered
the great flood disaster which had an
impact on the country and caused damages
to a large numbers of people in many
provinces. Therefore, TBCSD organized an
activity “TBCSD unite to help the flood”, the
member organizations took parts in giving
assistance and easing the victim’s trouble in
various ways, such as financial contribution,
drinking water, survival bags/ fo ods/
medicine/life jacket, boat/raft, mobile toilet,
water pump/sandbag/engine oil, bedding,
tent/set up evacuation center and EM Ball
etc. Total amount of the member’s donation
for the flood victim was 1,251 million baht.
In addition, there was a donation center
of drinking water to collect and delivery
water to over 25 communities for more
than 75,000 bottles. After the crisis passed;
TBCSD cooperated with the members,
recycle company, community and Local
Administrative Organization to rehabilitate
the disaster areas by collecting and carrying
wastes to sort for recycling and disposal,
and helped to restore in several provinces,
such as Pathumthani, Nonthaburi and
Ayutthaya etc.
Furthermore, in 2010-2011, TBCSD
collaborated with Department of Mineral
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Resources to build the prototype of landslide
prevention system for 3 villages in Phufah
District, Nan Province where will be a model
area for extending results to other disaster
areas later. The ceremony was held for
acceptance of the structure of prevention
and restoration of landslide risk area at
Hang Thang Luang Village, Phufah Pattana
Sub-district, Bor Kluea District, Nan Province
to the executive of Phufaf Center and the
representatives. The structure of prevention
and restoration of landslide risk will fortify
the quality of life in safety, economy and
livability of people in those areas; as well
as to be a learning center for preventing
and coping with disaster for people in the
nearby areas under the administration of

Phufah Center and Baan Hang Thang
Luang community continuously.
• WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
This activity is aimed to build participation
and awareness of public and private
sectors to find solution of water crisis. The
operation was conducted under the plan of
water resource conservation, the prevention
of encroachment and destruction on
water resource, as well as improvement
of water quality by raising awareness of
the surrounding community. Every project
need to take time and continuity, and the
cooperation of the associated institutes
and the public to bring sustainability for the
operation afterwards.

In 2010-2011 TBCSD supplied clean
drinking water to the drought villages in Roy-ed
Province and improved artesian well for
Baan Tung Sawang Samakki Community,
Baan Khueng Sub-district, Chiangkwan
District, Roy-ed Province. TBCSD participated
with the community in building check dam
with Baan Sam Kha Community, Mae Ta
District, Lampang Province. This project will
be a prototype for extending results to other
areas later.
In 2012, TBCSD collaborated with the
Association of Siamese Architects under the
Royal Patronage of His Majesty the King
and Council of Dean of Architecture School
of Thailand to organize “House Living Flood
Design” competition. The objective of the
competition is to be a prototype residence
with the defensive concept and living with
flood disaster harmoniously. The selection
of innovation, technology and materials
are suitable, worthwhile and harmonize
with the living behavior of people in the
risk area; and be the alternative design.
Moreover, the competition supported the
students to develop their skills and to show
their wisdom and creativity in designing the
house to be harmonized with the change
of nature.

TBCSD PARTICIPATES IN
ENVIRONMENTAL AND
THAI CULTURAL HERITAGE
CONSERVATION
TBCSD realized the importance of raising
environmental awareness and conservation
of Thai cultural heritage, therefore TBCSD
organized various kinds of activities to
promote the building of conscious to Thai
society, namely
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• SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF KOH
KRED
TBCSD collaborated with Thailand
Environment Institute and the Society for
the Conservation of National Treasure
and Environment to develop environment
for Koh Kred, Nonthaburi Province under
the project “Amazing Koh Kred, rehabilitate
pleasantly environment, coexist with the
community” that made the community and
the youth of Koh Kred alert to take care,
improve and conserve environment in their
communities. TBCSD had drafted the local
development plan for Koh Kred’s environmental
conservation to use as a model scheme in
management and sustainable development
of Koh Kred areas.
• THE CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT
OF THE HISTORICAL CITY, PHRA NAKORN
SRI AYUTHAYA (RAK AYUTHAYA)
TBCSD collaborated with the Fine Arts
Department to conserve and develop the
historical city, Phra Nakorn Sri Ayuthaya
by establishing Rak Ayutthaya Foundation
for being source of supportive funds to
implement the master plan. The project
supported the conservation and development
of important historic sites, as well as the
campaign to raise awareness and fortify
knowledge about eco-tourism, and the
publicity to instill conservation of historic
sites.
• IMPROVEMENT OF THE SURROUNDINGS AND PROMOTION OF THE ART
AND CULTURE OF THE HISTORIC CANAL
(KLONG LORD)
In 1994, TBCSD co operated with
Bangkok Metropolitan Administration and
the Fine Arts Department to improve the
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surroundings of the historic canal (Khlong Lord)
where was the historic site of Rattanakosin
City. The surroundings and landscape of the
canal and the waterside will be improved to
be neat and tidy and will be used as the rest
area, and to arrange activities for raising
awareness of the community and the youth
in the area, such as the exhibition “street of
art and culture by the side of the historic
canal”, the youth’s knowledge sharing: ring
setting…of Rattanakosin, charity walk rally,
Loy Kratong and educational tour at the
important places in Bangkok and Rattanakosin

historic site. The site was transferred to
Bangkok Metropolitan Administration to
take care further. TBCSD also cooperated with
the National Discovery Museum Institute
and Bangkok Metropolitan Administration
to fortify knowledge about the cultural
heritage and conservation of environment in
Rattanakosin area. In creating the collaborative
network and the promotion of activities for
cultural and environmental conservation
with other members, the field learning
was conducted for teachers and students
in Bangkok.

TBCSD PRAISES
THE PEOPLE…WHO PROTECT
THE ENVIRONMENT
TBCSD realized the importance of supporting
the group or people who conducted activities
of caring the environment in various issues.
Therefore, TBCSD has organized the contest
and bestowed awards for the youth, group
or people who have been role model in
various types continuously every year.
• THE YOUNG WRITER AWARD
TBCSD has initiated and has been running
the Young Writer Project. The students from
elementary and secondary level send their
articles to compete against each other on
topics of business and sustainability. To have
role model students who will take responsibility
in the future for resolving environmental problems
either as owners of their own business or as
employees in an organization and to encourage
young people to seek knowledge about the
environment and its associated problems
such as global warming.
• ECO-SCHOOL AWARD
The award aims to support and encourage
schools to provide environmental management
education to students and implement activities
that increase environmental awareness and
reduce environmental impact
• ECO-HOSPITAL AWARD
The award aims to reduce pollution caused
by hospitals, improve energy efficiency,
collaborate with local communities, and ensure
that management and operation of the
hospital
• ECO-FRIEND AWARD
The award aims to youth who have
displayed outstanding environmental
awareness and initiative.
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DEVELOP PERSONNEL…
DEVELOP SUSTAINABLE
SOCIETY
TBCSD aimed to provide body of
knowledge and to promote knowledge
sharing between member corporate and
other associated organizations in terms of
resources conservation, global warming
and businesses that consider ecosystem
value continuously; in order to increase
competitive capability and lead to the
best practice in doing business. TBCSD
has continuously provided training/seminar
to give body of knowledge to business,
public and private sectors in various issues
of social interests; in order to respond to
social needs, for instance environment and
energy topic:
• The Direction of Environmental
Law Enforcement…Environment Tax for
Environmental Management in the Thai
Industrial Sector
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• Energy Conservation and Greenhouse
Gas Reduction Tips for Building Managers
• Ways to Reduce Open Burning from
Sugarcane Field
• Community participation in the
sustainable management of water resources
• Climate change as a powerful trigger
innovation
• The direction of law enforcement for
water quality management and sustainable
water pollution management
• The management of factories and
buildings for conserving energy and reducing
greenhouse gas emissions
• Guideline to Improve Buildings for
Energy Saving
* In association with international
organizations to hold the training/seminar
to provide body of knowledge for several
organizations and institutes
• together with Austrade organized a
seminar on three topics : Water Recovery
and Reuse for Industrial Water Security

• LED: Energy Efficiency for a Brighter
Wo r ld , B i o e n e rg y – A S u s ta in a bl e
Contribution to the World’s Future Energy
Demand and together with Institute for
Global Environ-mental Strategies (IGES) of
Japan and Thailand Greenhouse Gas
Management Organization (Public Organization) to organize a seminar on “Workshop
for Verification Agency Candidates”
• Creativity of News Issue and Writing
for Publication
• Flooding Impact to Thai Business…How
to prepare?
• Be Go od Personality Going to
beyond…better than standards
* In association with member organizations
to arrange activities to promote collaboration
in conservation of environment and natural
resources. In collaboration with Vinythai Public
Company Limited and Thailand Environment
Institute Foundation to restore marine
ecosystems by growing coral branches at
Koh Talu, Prachuap Khirikhan, etc.
Moreover, There were TBCSD field
trip activities such as Carbon Neutral Trip:
Rehabilitating the Thai Coastal Area,
Conserving the Coastal Ecosystem, TBCSD
trip was organized to visit Mae Moh Power
Plant in Lampang; and overseas field trip such as
TBCSD Trip: Technological and Social
Innovation in Belgium and Netherlands, etc.
And there are social assistance activities
in various types continuously, such as
• Cooperated with The Siam Cement
Public Company Limited and Siam City
Cement Public Company Limited assisted
flood victims in Krabi Province by donating
cement to rebuild temple and mosque
• The Council donated books to the
four schools in Klong Pra-song Sub-district,
Muang District, Krabi Province
• Granting funds of 10,000 bahts to
MCOT Public Company Limited for supplying

sports equipments and education funds to
students in remote areas (Barn Nam Lad
and nearby schools in Sathan Sub-district,
Na Noi District, Nan Province)
• In collaboration with Kasetsart University
Laboratory School to send cards and things
in need as a moral support to 550 soldiers
in 3 Southern Provinces.
• In corporate with Siam Commercial
Bank PCL. gave social contributions in
Lampang offered items to the temples as
part of philanthropic efforts
• The Viriyah Insurance Public Company
Limited at Kamphaengphet donated books
and toys to disadvantaged youth in the area.

TBCSD RESPONDS TO THE
IMPORTANT/URGENT PROBLEMS OF THE COUNTRY AND
PROVIDES ASSISTANCE TO
VICTIMS
With realization of the various disaster
problems that took place in Thailand,
TBCSD gave assistance and support of
the necessary items, for example foods,
water, clothing and medicine for the victims
in order to mitigate their troubles. During
January 2012, TBCSD had collected winter
clothes, scarves and blankets sponsored by
its members to distribute to the sufferers of
cold weather at Baan Hang Thang Luang,
Phufah Sub-district, Bor Kluea District, Nan
Province and Baan Mae Dok Dang, Village
No. 1, Chueng Doi Sub-district, Doi Saked
District, Chiangmai Province. In March
2013, TBCSD collected necessary items
and equipments sponsored by TBCSD’s
members such as dry foods, clothes, underwears,
sanitary napkins, etc. to distribute to victims
of fire at Mae Surin Evacuation Center,
Khun Yuam Sub-district, Khun Yuam District,
Mae Hong Sorn Province etc.
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MEMBERS OF THAILAND
BUSINESS COUNCIL
FOR SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
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AMWAY (THAILAND)
CO.,LTD.
Amway (Thailand) Co.,Ltd. is a network business of multilevel marketing system that offers consumer products for sell.
The company’s 2012 turnover was 17,000 million baht by
distributing high-quality consumer products over 100 types
or more than 1,200 items. All of Amway products have been
created especially to respond to the consumers’ needs. The
quality of products is satisfaction guarantee with variety of
products, such as supplementary foods, beauty products
and household products etc. The company is a member of
Thai Direct Selling Association since 1988 until present. The
company aims to sustain the network business morally and
solemnly supports the code of ethics which constituted by the
World Federation of Direct Selling Associations and Direct
Selling Association in each country worldwide.

MR.KITTAWAT
RITTEERAWEE
MANAGING DIRECTOR

1199/1 Ramkhamhang Road, Hua mak, Bangkrapi, Bangkok 10240
Telephone : 02-840-8000 Fax : 02-374-2918
Website : http://www.amwayshopping.com E-mail : staffrecruit@amway.com

Mr.Kittawat Ritteerawee
Managing Director

Ms. Choomprin Yurayong
Corporate
Communications
Division Director

Ms. Laksana Jenananporn
Brand Communications
Manager
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ASIA CEMENT PUBLIC
COMPANY LIMITED
MR. NOPADOL
RAMYARUPA
MANAGING DIRECTOR

Asia Cement Public Company Limited was established on
23 August 1989 on 1,000 rai of land at Pukrang Sub-district,
Phra Phutthabat District, Saraburi Province. The company
began to produce cement to respond to the customers’ needs
such as Portland Cement Type 1, mixed cement and special
plaster mortar etc. under the trademark of “Lotus” with consistent
quality and certified by ISO 9001 management system standards.
Each manufacturing process, the company values the utilization
of resources worthily and cares for environment by using the
new dry-combustion technology machinery with low energy
and fuel consumption which is safe for both the operator
and environment. Besides, the company also conducts the
business concurrently with the sustainable development policy
by setting beautiful landscape within the factory, prevention
dispersion of dust particles with static electricity dust collector
and filter bag throughout the process. Air quality and environment are measured and controlled according to the law and
the monitoring measure from the Environmental Impact Assessment according to ISO 14001. Furthermore, the company
also conducts the business according to the corporate plan
with corporate social responsibility continuously. All activities
are benefit to the society and community, such as education,
public benefit, society and culture.
23/124-128 Soi soonvichai, Rama 9 Road, Bang Kapi,
Huaikhwang, Bangkok 10320
Telephone : 02-641-5600 Fax : 02-641-5680
Website : http://www.asiacement.co.th E-mail : A.CallCenter @ acc.co.th

Mr. Nopadol Ramyarupa
Managing Director
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Mr. Apichit Akarapattangkul
Quality and Environment
Manager

Ms. Supada Chalidabhongse
Communication and Public
Relations Manager

THE BANGCHAK
PETROLEUM PCL.
The Bangchak Petroleum PCL. is the Thai company that
operates the energy and continuity business. Since the
establishment in 1985, the company has aimed to be a secure
Thai company that conducts energy and continuity business in
accord with the common interest and takes part in improving
the livelihood of Thai society; the company stipulated and held
to its corporate culture to “develop the sustainable business
together with environment and society” as the framework to
mobilize business, as well as the employee culture “be good
person, be educated and be beneficial to other people”.
This will create useful business innovation concurrently with
community and social benefit which will result in increasing
value to the company.

MR.VICHIEN
USANACHOTE
PRESIDENT /
SECRETARY BOARD
OF DIRECTOR

Head Ofﬁce: 555/1 Energy Complex Building A, 10th Floor
Vibhavadi Rangsit Road, Chatuchak, Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900
Telephone : 02-140-8999 Fax : 02-140-8903
Website : www.bangchak.co.th E-mail : info@bangchak.co.th

Mr.Vichien Usanachote
President / Secretary
Board of Director

Mr.Wattana Opanon-amata
Vice President

Mrs.Chongprode Kochaphum
Manager of Environment Division
Mrs. Chavewan Kiatchokechaikul
Vice Presedent,Corporate
Communication and Community
Relation Office
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BAYER THAI CO., LTD.
MS. CELINA
CHEW
COUNTRY GROUP HEAD
OF NORTH ASEAN
REGION AND
MANAGING DIRECTOR
OF BAYER THAI CO., LTD.

Bayer Thai Co., Ltd. is the world class company that specializes
in health care, nutrition and high technology materials. The
company’s products and services intend to make benefits and
upgrade quality of life of people. Meanwhile the company
wants to create value through the innovation, business growth
and the increased income. The company established in 1962
with 2 production centers - - the large-scale center with the
world-class production capacity of polycarbonate pellets
locates at Maptaput Industrial Estate, Rayong Province,
produce plastic pellets to supply to Asia-Pacific region market;
and Bayer CropScience in Bangpoo Industrial Estate produce
environmental science products, plant protection products,
animal products; and is also the complete production and
development center of polyurethane to supply to insulation
foam manufacturer in the industry of construction, chiller and
warm water machine, including automotive industry, shoes and
sport equipment in Southeast Asia countries and Australia
and New Zealand.
130/1 North Sathon Road, Silom, Bangrak, Bangkok 10500
Telephone : 02-223-2700 Fax : 02-223-6773-8
Website : www.bayer.co.th E-mail : chayanan.boonyaperm@bayer.com

Ms. Celina Chew
Country Group Head of
North ASEAN Region
and Managing Director of
Bayer Thai Co., Ltd.
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Mr. Withaya Wichayarangsaridh
Director and General
Manager / Public and
Government Affairs Office

Ms. Nat Lohsuwan
General ManagerCommunications North
ASEAN

CARPETS INTERNATIONAL THAILAND
PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED
Carpets International Thailand Public Company Limited is
the leading carpet manufacturer that specialized in passing
imagination into a piece of carpets in hotels, office building,
conference center and exhibition, residents, including yacht,
airplane and automotive industry. Besides, the company
also gains 60% of international market share and 40% of
domestic share. The company’s significant business partners
are USA, Australia, Middle East, Europe and Southeast Asia
with the productivity of 8-10 million sq.m./year. The company
has gained acceptance as the leading manufacturer and the
most complete in Southeast Asia region that engaged in business
since 1974 under the vision of “sustainable growth and integration”
by delivery the valuable products and services to customers
and stakeholders both domestic and abroad. Furthermore,
the company has considered environmental impact, safety and
social responsibility importantly.

MR. WIRAT
NGANSATHIL
MANAGING DIRECTOR,
CI SALES

2054 New Petchburi Road, Bangkapi, Huaykwang, Bangkok 10310
Telephone : 02-314-5402 Fax : 02-318-3537
Website : www.carpetsinter.com E-mail : info@carpetsinter.com

Mr. Parkpoom Jarnyaharn
Director & Management
Advisor

Mr. Seree Ponglimagorn
General Manager

Mr.Supachi Ungpisitsak
Marketing and Customer
Relation Manager
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CHAROEN POKPHAND FOODS
PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED
MR. ADIREK
SRIPRATAK
PRESIDENT AND
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER

Charoen Pokphand Foods Public Company Limited or CPF is
the business in agricultural industry and food conglomerate in
Thailand and overseas, totally 12 countries with over 3 billion
populations, and import to over 40 countries worldwide. The
company conducts business under the obligation “provide
quality products and services in terms of nutrition, taste, safety
and traceability based on social responsibility, environment
and sustainable growth”. Besides, the company emphasizes
on personnel development, keeps on creating innovation
and promotes good governance; in order to mobilize business
towards Green Economy and to enhance international
competitive capability to advance the vision “Kitchen of the
World” sustainably. The company’s philosophy stipulated in
the corporate values are “3 benefits toward sustainability
(country, people and company) including “being of good
virtue, honesty and grateful”… As long as natural resource
and environment still exist and people have good quality of
life, business can grow in very long term consistently; as long
as the business operates on the virtue basis, it can produce
happiness in every sector.
C.P.Tower, 313 Silom Road, Bangrak, Bangkok 10500
Telephone : 02-625-8000 Fax : 02-638-2139
Website : www.cpfworldwide.com E-mail : consumercenter@cpf.co.th

Mr. Adirek Sripratak
Mr. Wuthichai Sithipreedanant
President and Chief Executive
Senior Vice President
OfficerSenior
Corporate Sustainable
Development
Mr. Sutee Smudraprabhud
General Manager Policy
and Strategy of Corporate
Sustainable Development
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Ms. Naramon Jeeranopasit
General Manager
Communications of
Corporate Sustainable
Development

CHEVRON THAILAND EXPLORATION
AND PRODUCTION, LTD.
Chevron Thailand Exploration and Production, Ltd. is the
pioneer in exploring and producing petroleum in the Gulf of
Thailand since 1962. At present, the headquarters is situated
in Bangkok and there are branch offices in Songkla, Chonburi
and Nakhon Si Thammarat. There are approximately 2,000
employees (90% are Thai) and 1,700 contractors. The company
produces petroleum from 27 producing areas in the Gulf of
Thailand that are capable to produce natural gas, liquefied
natural gas and crude oil. The proportion of natural gas that
Chevron produces in Thailand is more than 50% of the country’s
natural gas production which can generate electricity 1/3
of the overall production. In addition, the company also has
the policy to operate the business concurrently by working
with the community and society. The company emphasizes
on the development of education, economic and quality of
life, as well as the conservation of energy and environment.
Furthermore, the company also encourages the employees
to participate in social development at any opportunity. In
the past the company gained the governmental office and
several local administration offices’ cooperation in performing
social activities throughout the county.

MR. PAIROJ
KAWEEYANUN
PRESIDENT

Tower III, SCB Park Plaza, 19 Ratchadapisek Road, Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900
Telephone : 02-545-5555 Fax : 02-545-5554
Website : www.chevronthailand.com E-mail : apiwata@chevron.com

Mr. Pairoj Kaweeyanun
President

Ms. Hatairat Articharte
Manager, Policy,
Government & Public Affairs

Ms. Pornsuree Konanta
Manager, Brand
& Communications

Ms. Rattikan Chaiwanit
Manager, Public Affairs

Ms. Pairin Raggatanyoo
Assistant Manager,
Community Engagement
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CROWN PROPERTY BUREAU
MR.KITTIRATT
NA-RANONG
DEPUTY PRIME
MINISTER AND
MINISTER OF FINANCE

Crown Property Bureau is the institute that associated
with the history and the development of Thailand under the
democratic process with the monarchy as Head of State for
very long time. It was established under the Royal Assets
Structuring Acts to protect and manage the royal assets and
properties, and to support other activities for the sustainable
benefit of the community and the resident in the area as well as
the entire society. With loyalty towards the royal institution and
aim to follow the royal path, Crown Property Bureau intends
to manage the royal assets in its charge for the sustainable
benefit of the community and the resident in the area as well
as the entire society. Crown Property Bureau holds to its principle of reasonably development on the basis of sufficiency
according to the geosocial and community culture, and to
bring under the Royal Initiative of His Majesty the King, as
well as to apply His Majesty the King’s working principles
“understand, reach out and develop” to improve quality of
life, in addition to support various activities for the benefit of
Thai people and society sufficiently and sustainably.
173 Nakhon Ratchasima Road, Dusit, Bangkok 10300
Telephone : 02-787-7000 Fax : 02-787-6331
Website : contact@crownproperty.or.th E-mail : contact@crownproperty.or.th

Dr. Chirayu Isarangkun
Na Ayuthaya
Director - General of the
Crown Property Bureau
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Mr. Kemtat Visvayodhin
Senior Head, Conservation
Management Department

DOUBLE A (1991)
PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED
Double A-- a new era of paper industry development
based on the concept of Thai agriculture development which is
the core foundation of the country, by developing agricultural
woods as the raw material. With the advantage of terrain,
climate and Thai farming expertise; 3-4 years Double A paper
trees can be used as the sustainable material. Therefore,
Double A is paper from trees planted by Thai farmers, not
from natural forest. Moreover, Double A paper trees are
able to compete globally. From the advantage of Thailand’s
location near the equator and in tropical monsoon climate,
with sunlight and regular rains, accompany with research and
continuous seedling development; Double A paper trees
grow very well and very fast. From the result of wood-pulp
development quantity, Double A paper trees contain high
quality, suitable for high quality paper production. Double
A’s paper contains of 22 million quality fibers per gram while
other brands contain only 13 million fibers. Therefore, Double
A paper is smooth with higher quality than others that the
consumers can feel the difference.

DR. VIRABONGSA
RAMANGKURA
CHAIRMAN OF
THE EXECUTIVE BOARD

187/3 Moo 1, Bangna - Trad Road Km.42, Bangwua, Bangpakong, Chachoengsao 24180
Telephone : 02-659-1234 Fax : 038-538-968
Website : www.doubleapaper.com E-mail : web_admin@doublea1991.com

Mr. Yothin Dumnernchanvanit
President

Ms. Wanida Wongvisetsak
Public Relations Director

Ms. Pairat Tanametaveeskul
Corporate Public Relations
Section Manager
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DOW CHEMICAL
THAILAND LIMITED
MR. JIRASAK
SINGMANEECHAI
COUNTRY MANAGER

Dow Chemical began its business in Thailand since 1967
and established the first plant in 1978. Currently, the company
supplies many types of products and services which combines
the chemical process and innovations under the principles of
sustainability covering many industries, such as Latex for paper
industry, automobile, electronic, furniture, packaging, food and
medicine, color painting and agriculture etc. The company has
197 plants in 36 countries with over 5,000 products to meet
customers’ need in 160 countries around the world. Thailand is
the largest manufacturing base in Asian region. Furthermore,
Dow Chemical as a social responsible member runs business
consistent to the sustainable goal in 2015. The objectives are
about health caring, protection of the local environment and
strengthen the accomplishment of community. The company
is a leader in product safety, sustainable use of chemicals,
invention of new technologies for global problem solutions,
energy efficiency, energy conservation and finding solutions
for global climate changing; in order to develop together in
business, community and environment sustainably.
The White Group Building 2,75 Soi Rubia, Sukhumvit 42 Road,Prakanong,
Klongtoey, Bangkok 10110
Telephone : 02-365-7000 Fax : 02-712-1431
Website : www.dow.com/thailand E-mail : -

Mr. Jirasak Singmaneechai
Country Manager
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Mr. Vorapong Vorasuntharosoth Ms. Poranee Kongamornpinyo
Public Affairs Manager
Government Affairs
Leader - SEA / ANZ Region

ELECTRICITY GENERATING
AUTHORITY OF THAILAND
On May 1, 1969, the government had affiliated 3 states
enterprises that responsible for supplying electricity; Lignite
Authority (LA), Yan Hee Electricity Authority (YEA) and North
East Electricity Authority (NEEA) into one unit named “Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand” initialed as “EGAT” and
Mr. Kasem Chatikavanij served as the first governor. EGAT
has the authority to generate electricity and transmit to the
Metropolitan Electricity Authority and Provincial Electricity
Authority to further distribute to the customers. The development of electricity in Thailand, apart from the awareness of
sufficient electricity supplying, EGAT has also given importance to environmental management both before and during
the construction of its plants and also when the plants begin
running their generators. Moreover, it also has the monitoring
and inspecting process of environmental quality according to
the law. Furthermore, EGAT also gives importance to adopt
international standard in its quality development operation
to enhance its service and environmental management to be
consistent with international standard; ISO 9000, ISO 14000
and TIS 18000.

MR.SUTAT
PATMASIRIWAT
GOVERNOR, ELECTRICITY
GENERATING AUTHORITY
OF THAILAND

53 Moo 2 Charan Sanitwong Road, Bang Kruai, Bang Kruai, Nonthaburi 11130
Telephone : 1416 Fax : 02-436-4890
Website : www.egat.co.th E-mail : egatcallcenter@egat.co.th

Mr. Pongdith Potchana
Deputy Governor-Corporate
Social Affairs

Mr. Sompop Phuangjit
Director, Project
Environment Division
Mr.Samart Phupaiboon
Director, Social
Affairs Division

Mrs. Yaowalak Hotrabhavananda
Assistant Director,
Corporate Communication
Division-Communications
Mrs. Wilailux Sangtaksin
Scientist Level 10
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ELECTRICITY GENERATING
PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED
MR. SAHUST
PRATUKNUKUL
PRESIDENT

Electricity Generating Public Company Limited or EGCO
is the first leading private electricity generating company
in Thailand, established on May 12, 1992 by the Electricity
Generating Authority of Thailand (“EGAT”) according to the
government’s policy of state enterprise privatization for being
the prototype in energy state enterprise privatization. The new
organization is managed as a private organization for lowering the load of the government’s investment. Later, on March
23, 1994 EGCO was registered its transformation to a public
company as a holding company by acting as a shareholder
in other businesses. Its core business is complete electricity
generating, covering the electricity generating and distributing, and providing energy services in operation, maintenance,
engineering and construction to the electricity plants and
other industrial plants in both domestic and overseas.
222 Moo 5, EGCO Tower 14th-15th ﬂoor, Vibhavadi Rangsit Road, Tungsonghong, Laksi, Bangkok
10210
Telephone : 02-998-5000 Fax : 02-955-0956-9
Website : www.egco.com E-mail : Corp_Com@egco.com

Mr. Sahust Pratuknukul
President
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Dr. Sukul Pochanart
Senior Executive Vice
President-Strategy
& Asset Management

Ms.Janin Ieamsaad
SVP- Corporate
Communications Division

ESSO (THAILAND)
PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED
Esso (Thailand) Public Company Limited (“ESSO”) is one of
Thai leading company of complete oil refinery and distributing
business. ESSO has the long and proud history as the affiliated
of Exxon Mobil Corporation, the world leader in energy business. The company aims to supply energy for Thai consumers’
demand in propelling the economy with its team’s potential,
advanced technology with the Exxon Mobil’s supporting.
Presently, Esso has strong core business base comprises of
complex oil refinery with world standard of production capacity of 177,000 barrel/day, aromatics plant of paraxylene with
production capacity of 500,000 ton/year, solvent production
unit with production capacity of 50,000 ton/year and the
network of more than 520 ESSO service stations throughout
the country. Esso operates its business based on the world
standard management by giving priority to the standard
operation and strictly holding to its principles of corporate
governance with honesty and high ethical standards. Anyhow,
Esso has adopted international standard in management of
security, health and environmental care.

MR. Z. JOHN
ATANAS
CHAIRMAN AND
MANAGING DIRECTOR

3195/17-29 Rama IV Road, Klongton, Klong Toey, Bangkok 10110
Telephone : 02-262-4000 Fax : 02-262-4808
Website : www.esso.co.th E-mail : -

Mr. Mongkolnimit Auacherkul
Director

Mr. Sorapong Vinichaikul
Goverment Relations
Manager

Mr. Sorapong Vinichaikul
Goverment Relations
Manager
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HONDA AUTOMOBILE
(THAILAND) CO., LTD.
MR. PITAK
PRUITTISARIKORN
EXECUTIVE
VICE PRESIDENT

Honda Automobile (Thailand) Co., Ltd. is the automobile
manufacturer and distributor in Thailand, established in 1983.
The plant was located on the area of 530 rais in Rojana
Industrial Park, Ayutthaya Province. This is the sixth biggest
plant of Honda plants in the world, ranking next from Japan,
U.S.A., China, Canada and U.K. It is one of the most modern
plants in the world of manufacturing technology and environmental
standard with the suitable production line designing for its
employee’s working condition. Currently, Honda has more
than 6,400 employees and production capacity of 280,000
cars/year. Honda has manufactured total 9 models; Brio, Brio
Amaze, Jazz, Jazz Hybrid, City, City CNG, Civic, Accord and
CR-V for distributing in Thailand and exporting to more than
50 countries around the world.
Main Off ice: Rojana Industrial Park 49 Moo 9, Rojana Road, Thanu, U-Thai, Ayuthaya 13210
Telephone : 035-330-999 Facsimile : 035-330-974-5
Sales and customer service departments:
2754/1 Sukhumvit 66/1 Road, Bangna, Bangna, Bangkok 10260
Telephone : 02-341-7888 Fax : 02-790-7999
Website : www.honda.co.th E-mail : human_hatc@honda.co.th

Mr. Pitak Pruittisarikorn
Executive Vice President
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Ms. Oranuch Pruckwattananon
Division Manager, Marketing
Support Division

Ms. Raewadee Rakpathum
Manager, Corporate Social
Responsibility Department

INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
AUTHORITY OF THAILAND
Industrial Estate Authority of Thailand (IEAT) is a state
enterprise under the Ministry of Industry, established in 1972
has roles and responsibilities of developing and organizing the
industrial estates with international standard of public utilities
and public assistance system. The areas are allocated for the
industrial factory to cluster systematically. Also, it has been
the government’s mechanism in decentralization of industrial
development to other regions all over the country. In addition, IEAT also maintains the balance of environmental quality
under the good governance management and its vision of
“Leader in co-building the Eco-industrial Settlement equality
and sustainability in economic, social, community, environment
and quality of life for international competitive capability.” At
present, there are 47 industrial estates and 1 industrial harbor
in 15 provinces comprise of 11 industrial estates that are under
IEAT’s own operation and other 36 industrial estates that are
in cooperation with their developers.

DR.VERAPONG
CHAIPERM
GOVERNOR

618 Nikom Makkasan Road, Makkasan, Ratchathewi, Bangkok 10400
Telephone : 02-253-0561 Fax : 02-253-4086
Website : www.industry.go.th E-mail : webmaster@ieat.go.th

Dr.Verapong Chaiperm
Governor

Mrs. Srivanik Hasdin
Deputy Governor
(Administration)

Mrs. Yaovanut Jittinun
Director Corporate
Communication and
Community Relations
Department
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INTERFACEFLOR (THAILAND)
CO., LTD.
MR. ROBERT
A. COOMBS
PRESIDENT AND CEO

InterfaceFLOR (Thailand) Co., Ltd. (IFT) formerly known as
Interface Modern Form Co., Ltd., (IMCL), has been permitted
to establish from the joint venture of two leading companies
highly succeeded in carpet tiles business named Interface
Asia Pacific Co., Ltd. The company is an affiliated of Interface
Inc. Group, a leading organization in business and institute of
interior design market. Both organizations selected Thailand
as the location of their factory to produce carpet tiles for the
markets all over Asian region. Anyhow, InterfaceFLOR (Thailand) Co., Ltd. is the biggest carpet manufacturer that exports
carpets to all over the world under the brand “Interface” and
“Heuga” with the intention to do business towards sustainability and to achieve the mission “Zero” goal. The company
has received many rewards as the record of its success in
being the “Green” model, such as being the first company
in Thailand to get LEED-NC certification standards; the ASA
GREEN AWARD the honorable award from the Association
Of Siamese Architects Under Royal Patronage; Green Idol
2012 Award - Green Policy Zero Waste to Landfill; the
certification of international standards; ISO 14001: 2004, ISO
9001:2008, OHSAS 18001:2007; as well as the certification
of eco-friendly product, such as Environmental Product Declaration
Label (EPD), Carbon Reduction Label, Gold NSF-140 Label
and CRI Green Plus Label which are the U.S.A. Carpet Institute
Standards etc.
700/117 Moo 1 Amata Nakorn Industrial Estate, Phan Thong, Ban Kao, Chonburi 20160
Telephone : 038-214-303-5 Fax : 038-214-307
Website : www.interfaceﬂor.asia E-mail : gary.tan@interface.com

Mr. Robert A. Coombs
President and CEO
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Mr.Sangob Auloong
Vice President Operations

Dr.Athipol Kruapong
Technical & Project
and Business Development:
Senior Manager

IRPC PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED
IRPC Public Company Limited or “IRPC” (“Company”), formerly
known as Thai Petrochemical Industrial Public Company Limited
or ‘TPI’, has been registered as a juristic person in 1978. Later,
TPI was registered its transformation to a public company on
October 10, 1994 and listed on the Stock Exchange of Thailand
(SET) on March 17, 1995. IRPC Public Company Limited is the
manufacturer of several kinds of plastic granules and basic
public utilities that support its 4 core businesses in order to
become Asia’s leading fully petrochemical company within
year 2014 under the advancement of good governance basis
and the sustainable responsibilities to social and environment,
as well as to take into consideration all groups of stakeholders’
interest with the concept of “Care”, “Share” and “Respect”.
With these concepts, the company expects the industrial sector
to live happily with the community and society, and to make
advancement concurrently.

MR. ATIKOM
TERBSIRI
PRESIDENT

555/2 Energy Complex Building B, 6th Floor, Vibhavadi-Rangsit Road, Chatuchak, Chatuchak,
Bangkok 10900
Telephone : 02-649-7000 02-649-7777 Fax : 02-649-7001
Website : www.irpc.co.th E-mail : sukit@irpc.co.th

Mr. Atikom Terbsiri
President

Miss Monwipa Choopiban
Vice President, Office of
the President & Corporate
Secretary Department / Acting
Executive Vice President,
Corporate Affairs

Mr. Patipol Tadakorn
Vice President
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KASIKORNBANK PUBLIC
COMPANY LIMITED
Kasikorn Bank was established on June 8, 1945 with the
registered capital of 5 million baht. All of the past years, the
bank had been continually developed and progressed in its
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD assets, deposits, branch expanding and the increased number
of employees respectively; as well as the bank-networking
AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE
services and selling. In December 2012, Kasikorn Bank had
OFFICER
865 domestic branches and sub-offices where 300 offices
were in Bangkok and Metropolitan, and 565 provincial
branches and sub-offices. Kasikorn Bank also had 9 overseas
branches and representative offices, e.g. Los Angeles, Hong
Kong, Cayman Islands, Shenzhen; and representative offices in
Shanghai, Beijing, Kunming, Tokyo and Yangon. These branches
and representative offices offer a variety of services and
conveniences in international trading and finance between
Thailand and their traders throughout the world.

MR.BANTHOON
LAMSAM

1 Soi Rat Burana 27/1, Rat Burana Road, Rat Burana, Rat Burana, Bangkok 10140
Telephone : 02-222-0000 Fax : 02-470-1144-5
Website : www.kasikornbank.com E-mail : nfo@kasikornbank.com

Ms. Chitravinee Vannakorn
Senior Vice President
Corporate Communications
and Relations Department

Mr. Amnuay Tangrod
Vice President Corporate
Communications and Relations
Department
Mrs. Raviwan Duang-Udom
Assistant Vice President
Corporate Communications
and Relations Department
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Ms. Penrawee Suerattanasiri
Manager, Corporate Social
Responsibilities and
Community Relations Unit

KRUNG THAI BANK PCL.
Krung Thai Bank PCL. firstly opened for business on March
14, 1966, with the government policy to merge the commercial banks, Kaset Bank Co., Ltd. and Montol Bank Co.,
Ltd. into one bank that had the government as the biggest
shareholder. The new bank was named “Krung Thai Bank
Limited” and used “Vayupak Bird”, the symbol of the Ministry
of Finance, as its symbol until today. The merger of those two
banks was aimed to stabilize the government bank financially,
to protect its depositors and to provide a variety of services
to its customer. Furthermore, this can be more beneficial for
the country’s economic development. Presently, Krung Thai
Bank has been operated for more than 47 years and has
total 1,091 domestic branches and 9 overseas branches. The
bank has adhered to its determination in doing business with
merit, ethic and good governance. Moreover, Krung Thai
Bank also has the policy to emphasize in social responsibility,
fairly treating all stakeholders, continual repaying to social as
well as taking care of the environment.

MR.VORAVIDH
CHAMPEERATANA
CHAIRMAN OF
THE BOARD OF
EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

35 Sukhumvit Road, Klong Toey Nua, Wattana, Bangkok 10110
Telephone : 02-208-7000, 8000 Fax : 02-255-9391
Website : www.contactcenter.ktb.co.th E-mail : Call.CallCenter@ktb.co.th

Mr.Vorapak Tanyawong
President

Mr.Tasporn Klincharoen
First Vice President & Manager
Corporate Governance and
Social Responsibility Department
Mrs.Phrommatthamon Phibulsiri
Vice President and
Executive Officer Corporate
Governance and Social
Responsibility Department

Mrs.Papassra Niwatsiriwong
Vice President &
Acting Manager Corporate
Branding and Communications
Department
Mrs.Duangjai Harnhathya
Vice President and Executive
Officer Corporate Branding and
Communications Department
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MCOT
PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED
DR. ANEK
PERMVONGSENI
PRESIDENT

MCOT Public Company Limited is a state enterprise under
Office of the Prime Minister, registered as a public limited
company on August 17, 2004 by transforming from the Mass
Communication Organization of Thailand (M.C.O.T.) according to the Corporatization Bill 1999 and listed on the Stock
Exchange of Thailand (SET) on October 8, 2004. MCOT had
distributed its shares to public on November 17, 2004 and has
had the mission in doing the mass communication businesses.
MCOT’s own-performing and core businesses are Modern
Nine TV, radio broadcasting and Thai News Agency. MCOT
has also set up 2 subsidiary companies, Panorama Worldwide Co., Ltd., producing TV program and documentary and
Seed MCOT Co., Ltd., producing all entertainment programs,
e.g. music and other digital media, develop and distribute
premium-goods. Besides, MCOT also cooperates with other
private entrepreneurs under the confederacy contract, i.e.
Bangkok Entertainment Co., Ltd., Thai TV3 broadcasting business,
and True Visions Public Co., Ltd., engages in TV membership
subscription business.
63/1 Rama 9 Road, Huai Khwang, Huai Khwang, Bangkok 10310
Telephone : 02-201-6151 02-201-6664 Fax : 02-245-1854
Website: www.mcot.net E-mail : directors@mcot.net

Ms. Jarujit Nawapan
Vice President ,Corporate
Communication Department
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Ms.Panjit Sangargart
PR Senior Officer

Ms.Panjit Sangargart
PR Senior Officer

MITR PHOL GROUP
Mitr Phol Group has given importance to environmental
development concurrently with community development for
leading to sustainability. The company aims to add value to the
country’s important economic crops such as “sugarcane” with
the particle-board and renewable-energy business, furthering
from sugar business, in order to continuously strengthen the
industry from sugarcane and sugar production. The business
group has been operated under the concept “From Waste
to Value” or value adding to the wastes by further developing
the remainder of sugar production into the renewable energy
industry and other businesses, such as bagasse-fuel for biomass
electricity generating, particle-board production as the substitute
of wood-board, the fermentation of molasses and yeast for
ethanol production which can be mixed with benzene to
produce gasohol, and bio organic fertilizer --from developing
the remainder of venasses from ethanol production with filter
cake from sugar production-- that can be reused in sugar farm.
Besides, the company has the efficient waste management
system and renewable energy system using in the production
process. With adhering to business and sugarcane farmer potential
development altogether under the concept “together living…
together growing up”, Mitr Phol group also begins and
promotes many projects to develop the potential of youth,
community and environment that support the participation of
the community and sustainable development such as the projects
of the Brave Young Mitr Phol Camp, Education Fund for
Students of Community, Experience Sharing in Environmental
Protection and Career Creating for Community, Water Source
and Irrigation System Development, etc.

MR. ISARA
VONGKUSOLKIT
CHAIRMAN
MITR PHOL GROUP

3rd Floor, Ploenchit Center, 2 Sukhumvit Road, Klongtoey , Bangkok 10110
Telephone : 02-656-8488 Fax : 02-656-8494
Website : www.mitrphol.com E-mail : marketing@mitrphol.com

Mr. Isara Vongkusolkij
Chairman Mitr Phol Group

Ms. Churee Naktipawan
Vice President
- Corporate Relations

Ms. Phatarawan Piyapanpong
Corporate Relations Officer
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PTT EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION
PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED
MR.TEVIN
VONGVANICH
PRESIDENT AND
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER

PTT Exploration and Production Public Co., Ltd. is the
petroleum exploring and producing company of Thais with
the main mission in providing petroleum to support the usage
demand of both domestic and the countries of its investment
and also to be able to bring income back to Thailand. The
company insists to do the business with transparency and
treats all stakeholders fairly and equally under good governance and business ethic. In addition, the company also holds
on to Universal Declaration of Human Rights of UN by not
employ illegal workers in everywhere they invest. Besides, the
company continually encourages its employees in learning and
understanding good governance and business ethic.
555/1 Energy Complex Building A, 6th Floor & 19th - 36th Floor, Vibhavadi Rangsit Road,
Chatuchak, Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900
Telephone : 02-537-4000 Fax : 02-537-4444
Website : www.pttep.com E-mail : recruit@pttep.com

Mrs.Lawan Pornsakulsakdi Ms. Achara Varadharma-Pinich
Mr. Kitisak Nualchanchai
Senior VP, Safety, Security, VP., Environment Management Mgr., Issue and Stakeholder
Management
Health and Environment
Division
Ms.Sasithorn Tangthienkul
Ext.Rel.Exec., Social
Responsibility
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PTT GLOBAL CHEMICAL PUBLIC
COMPANY LIMITED..
PTT Global Chemical Public Company Limited is originated
from the merger of PTT Chemical Public Company Limited
(PTTCH) and PTT Aromatics and Refining Public Company
Limited (PTTAR) and registered its business on October 19,
2011. PTT Global Chemical Public Company Limited is running
the fully integrated petrochemical and refining business with
total production capacity of 8.2 million ton/year of olefins
and aromatics petrochemical products and 280,000 barrel/
day of petroleum product. These result PTT Global Chemical
Public Company Limited in becoming the biggest integrated
petrochemical and refining company of Thailand and a leading company of Asian region in both the size and product
varieties.

MR. ANON
SIRISAENGTAKSIN
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER

555/1 Energy Complex Building A, 14th-18th Floor, Vibhavadi Rangsit Road, Chatuchak,
Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900
Telephone : 02-265-8400 Fax : 02-265-8500
Website : www.pttgcgroup.com E-mail : -

Mr. Anon Sirisaengtaksin
Chief Executive Officer

Dr. Thasnalak Santikul
Executive Vice President
Corporate Affairs

Dr. Jarunee Tantiwechwuttikul
Vice President, CSR Strategy
Dr. Savanit Boonyasuwat
Division Manager,
CSR Strategy Management
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PTT PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED
044 ,IGHT "LUE
#

DR. PAILIN
CHUCHOTTAWORN
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
AND PRESIDENT
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PTT Public Company Limited or PTT is the national energy
company with the mission in energy security and economical
strength of our country. PTT has engaged in several integrated
petroleum and petrochemical businesses which are PTT’s own
operating, the investment through its affiliate, the co-operation
management and the corporation. The businesses are firststage petroleum business, last-stage and other related businesses. PTT holds to the sustainable development with the
equilibrium of the excellence organization, the responsibility
to social and the good governance of continual high technology, innovation and body of knowledge development in
its management, work processing, production, distribution of
products and services. PTT gives importance to the environmental management and quality of life improvement of its
communities under business ethic of transparency, fair and
accountability.
555 Vibhavadi Rangsit Road, Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900
Telephone : 02-537-2000 Fax : 02-537-3498-9
Website : www.pttplc.com E-mail : pttgroup_recruitment@pttplc.com

Dr. Pailin Chuchottaworn
Chief Executive Officer
and President

Mrs.Putthachad Mukdaprakorn
Executive Vice President,
Corporate Communication &
Social Responsibility
Mrs.Kosum Mekmongkolchai
Vice President, Corporate
Social Responsibilityity
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Mr. Prasert Salinla-umpai
Vice President, Corporate
Communications Department
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RATCHABURI ELECTRICITY
GENERATING HOLDING PCL
Ratchaburi Electricity Generating Holding PCL was established
on March 7, 2000, with the registered capital of 14,500 million
baht. Nowadays, Ratchaburi Electricity Generating Holding PCL
is becoming a leading private manufacturer of our country. The
company invests in 3 core businesses which are electricity generating, electricity generating with alternative energy and electricity
generating related businesses. The company has its business-base
in Thailand, Laos People’s Democratic Republic, Cambodia and
Australia. It also plans to extend the business to Indonesia, Union
of Myanmar and New Zealand. In December 2012, the company
has total installed capacity of 6,303 megawatts which consist of 7
natural gas plants with total capacity of 4,480 megawatt; 3 Hydro
Power Plant, 1 Lignite Power Plant and a project through Laos
People’s Democratic Republic (EDL-Generation Public Company)
with total capacity of 1,207 megawatt; 3 natural gas power plants
in Australia with total capacity of 456 megawatt. The investment
in renewable energy: 11 domestic solar power projects with total
capacity of 24 megawatts; 3 wind energy projects in Thailand and
3 projects in Australia with total capacity of 129 megawatts; and 1
domestic biomass project with total capacity of 4 megawatts. The
company is concentrated in generating electricity to strengthen
electricity system of the country for economic and social development
simultaneously with the environment concern that aims to reduce
CO2 both directly and indirectly, as well as the responsibility to the
related stakeholders equally and fairly.

MR. NOPPOL
MILINTHANGGOON
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER

8/ 8 Moo 2, Bangkhen, Muang, Nonthaburi 11000
Telephone : 02-794-9999 Fax : 02-794-9998
Website : www.ratch.co.th E-mail : contactinfo@ratch.co.th

Mr. Noppol Milinthanggoon
Chief Executive Officer

Ms. Boontiva Dansamasatid
Executive Vice President Corporate Administration

Ms. Charusuda Boonkerd
Vice President - Head of
Corporate Relations Division
Ms.Wiwan Phayakvichien
Manager-Head of Public
Relations Department
Mr.Suparchai Pojpanich
Manager - Head of Corporate
Social Activities Department
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THE SIAM CEMENT
PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED
MR.KAN
TRAKULHOON
PRESIDENT

SCG is a leading corporation in ASEAN region that doing
business with sustainable development under the principles
of corporate governance for the past 100 years. SCG has
learnt, adjusted and developed the organization so that they
can overcome the crisis and variations until being accepted
widely and being a model for other organizations at both
national and international level. SCG obtained the initiative
concept from the Royal Command of King Mongkutklao, Rama
VI; in 1913 to produce cement the important building materials
for developing the country at that time. Afterwards, SCG has
continually expanded the business successively. At present,
SCG has 5 core businesses, i.e. SCG Chemicals, SCG Paper,
SCG Cement, SCG Building Materials and SCG Distribution.
During the last 100 years, SCG intends to have self development unceasingly by creating the innovative products, services,
and work procedure and business pattern to add value and
respond to all stakeholders’ needs. Moreover, SCG aims to
make progress for every community in its operations and will
be ready to be the prototype organization in sustainable
development in Asian region. At present, SCG has been
ranking the world first Sector Leader in Building Materials and
Fixtures field of Dow Jones Sustainable Indexes (DJSI) from the
assessment of Sustainable Asset Management (SAM) for 2
successive years since 2011. SCG has been ranking in Gold
Class group continually for 5 years, since 2008.
1 Siam Cement Road, Bangsue, Bangkok 10800
Telephone : 02-586-3333 02-586-4444 Fax : 02-586-2974
Website : www.scg.co.th E-mail : info@scg.co.th

Mr.Roongrote Rangsiyopash
Chairman of Sustainable
Development Committee
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Mr.Cholathorn Dumrongsak
Director, Center of Excellence
and Sustainability
Development

Mr.Numpol Limprasert
Sustainable Development
Manager

SIAM CITY CEMENT PUBLIC
COMPANY LIMITED
Siam City Cement Public Company Limited aims to cooperate
with the related people to build and carry on the accepted
and reliable relationship with each other according to the
policy “We aim to improve the quality of life of our employees
and their families as well as the communities surrounding our
company”. This policy consists of 6 principles, i.e. 1. Operating
the business - with high standard and supporting the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights; 2. Employment – emphasize on
the employee’s right and remunerate suitable to Thai industry;
3. Hygiene and safety in working place – providing hygienic
and safety workplace for employees, contractors and guests
(hazard-free zone); 4. Participation with the communities emphasize on community’s need and promote the employees
to be part of the stakeholders around the workplace in
development of education, culture and society; 5. Relationship
with customers and suppliers by focusing on sustainable
relationship with those who act accordingly to UN’s Principles
of Global Compact and Universal Declaration of Human
Rights; and 6. Controlling and reporting by explaining and
directing the important issues to the social operation and
evaluate the projects and activities, and be pleased to get
comments from the stakeholders and will consider all of those
suggestions for further actions.

MR. PHILIPPE
ARTO
MANAGING DIRECTOR

Head off ice: Column Tower, 7th - 12th Floor,. 199 Ratchadapisek Road, Klongtoey, Bangkok 10110
Factory : 99 Moo 9 and 219 Moo 5, Mitraparb Road Km. 129-131 Tabkwang, Kangkoy,
Saraburi 18260
Telephone : 02-797-7000 036-240-930 Fax : 02-797-7001-2 036-240-930 Ext. 4555
Website : www.siamcitycement.com E-mail : pr@sccc.co.th

Mr. Philippe Arto
Managing Director

Mr. Nattawut Trachoo
Media and External Relations
Manager

Mr. Nattawut Trachoo
Vice President &
Media and External Relations
Manager
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SIAM COMMERCIAL BANK PCL.
MRS. KANNIKAR
CHALITAPORN
PRESIDENT

Siam Commercial Bank PCL. is the first Thai bank received
His Royal Grace of King Rama V a special authority to register its establishment on January 30, 1906, having His Royal
Highness Prince Mahisara Rajaharudaya as the founder. It
was firstly named “Bank Siam Kamma Jon Capital Limited.”,
with the registered capital of 3 million baht. On January 27,
1939, the name was changed to “Siam Commercial Bank
Co., Ltd.”, and was registered as the public limited company
on February 19, 1993. Today, Siam Commercial Bank PCL is
the leading bank of the country provides complete financial
services to respond to many requirements of each group of
customers. These cover financial services for large, medium
and small business group and also personal customers, including other financial services of its subsidiary under the vision
“the selected bank of customers, shareholders, employees
and society.” During the past time, the bank executes the
business with social responsibility and continually provides
social assistance in 3 dimensions, i.e. youth development and
fortify learning, building volunteer spirit network and quality
of life and environmental development. These have been
done through a variety of activities and bank networking
such as SCB Challenge Project, Blood Donation Activity, 1
Day 1 Year Project, Reforestation to Reduce Poverty Project
including all bank processes that concern about environment.
SCB is the first bank to promote “Say ‘NO’ to ATM slip” and
electronic services instead of paper usage to reduce the use
of our limited resources. The bank still keeps moving forward
in doing several public-benefit activities for our social sustainable development.
Head Ofﬁce : 9 Ratchadaphisek Road, Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900
Telephone : 02-544-1000 Fax : 02-937-7780-1
Website : www.scb.co.th E-mail : customerservice@scblife.co.th

Mrs. Kannikar Chalitaporn
President
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Mrs. Ongorn
Abhakorn Na Ayuthaya
First Executive Vice President

Mr. Thatri Likanapichitkul
Manager, Corporate Social
Responsibilities

STAR PETROLEUM REFINING
PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED
Star Petroleum Refining Public Company Limited or SPRC is
the joint venture between Chevron South Asia Holding Pte.Ltd.
and PTT Public Company Limited hold 64% and 36% of shares
respectively for doing petroleum refinery business. SPRC was
established in 1992 and began the oil refining business in 1996.
At present, SPRC has the production capacity of 165,000
barrel/day or equal to 15% of overall capacity of the country.
The company, foreseeing the importance of environmental
management, has done the business by strictly holding to the
policy of environmental management and has arranged the
corporate social responsibility activities continuously.

MR. WILLIAM
L . STONE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER

1, I-3B Road Maptaphut Industrial Estate, Maptaphut, Muang, Rayong province 21150
Telephone : 038-699-000 Fax : 038-699-999
Website : - E-mail : -

Mr. William L . Stone
Chief Executive Officer

Mr. Krisda Chaikul
Manager QEHS and Laboratory

Ms. Sopitta Chotechuang
Manager Public/Government
Affairs
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TETRA PAK (THAILAND) LIMITED
MR. RUSTY
KEKUEWA
MANAGING DIRECTOR

Tetra Pak engages in production, packaging and package
for foods and drinks, coming to Thailand in 1975 when its first
machine was installed at Dairy Farming Promotion Organization of
Thailand (DPO), the producer of Thai-Denmark or Red Cow milk in
Saraburi Province. Later in 1981 Tetra Pak (Thailand) Company Limited
was established to support the growth of Thai food industry. At
present, the company has provided entirely services to many
leading companies in food and beverage business of Thailand
including the after sales service, such as factory designing, machine installation and maintenance, employee training, machine
controlling, advisory and marketing service, etc. Some products
packed in Tetra Pak package, like milk, yogurt, soy milk, vegetable
juice, fruit juice, tea, coffee, coconut milk and other foods and
beverages. Tetra Pak has been working closely with the sellers
and customers about the requirement of their products and packages
in order to create convenient products that are innovative
and eco-friendly. The company believes in its industrial leadership
that has responsibility, the growth with reasonable profit that
going along with the good corporate and also with sustainable
operation. The Tetra Pak’s slogan “Protects What’s GoodTM”
reflects the business’s philosophy to preserve foods for safety
and to be available for serving everywhere in the world. As the
package producer with social and environment responsibility,
Tetra Pak still aims to expand its alliance network to set up the
method of sorting and collecting of used drinking packages for
recycling and make it “way” of daily life of peoples in the society.
Tetra Pak is willingly to be one of the communities to manage
natural resources sustainably.
1042 Sukhumvit Soi 66/1, Sukhumvit Road, Bangchak, Prakanong, Bangkok 10260
Telephone : 02-704-3000 Fax : 02- 704-3009
Website : www.tetrapak.com/th E-mail : internet.infomaster@tetrapak.com

Mrs. Gloyta Nathalang
Communications and
Environment Director
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Ms. Tapanee Junhom
Mr. Sinchai Thiensiri
Environment Manager Communications Manager

THAILAND ENVIRONMENT
INSTITUTE FOUNDATION
Thailand Environment Institute Foundation is a non-profit
independent academic institute, established in May 1993
with the philosophy of being up-to-date, accurate and
reliable source of environmental knowledge and research.
Besides, the main purpose of the institute is to push forward
the collaboration of all social members comprise of public
and private sector, people, non-governmental organization,
media as well as academic institute in order to associate with
the conservation and development of natural resource and
environment that will lead to the balance of basis towards
sustainable development both national and international.
For the past 20 years, the foundation has been continuously
growing up along with the environmental development of the
country. The foundation has pushed forward every institute
to give precedence and be aware of the changing world
such as climate change, trade and environment, environmental economic measure, bilateral and multilateral agreement,
environmental label and good governance, etc. At the same
time, the foundation has directed, supported and worked
together with every sector in environmental problems and lay
the environmental social basis to be its long term immunity, such
as natural resource management, energy efficiency, pollution
and environmental management, environmental education and
all sector’s participation, etc.

MR. MECHAI
VIRAVAIDYA
CHAIRMAN

16/151 Muang Thong Thani, Bond Street Road, Bangpood, Pakkred, Nonthaburi 11120
Telephone : 02-503-3333 Fax : 02-504-4826-8
Website : www.tei.or.th. E-mail : info@tei.or.th

Dr. Qwanruedee Chotichanathawewong
President of Thailand Environment Institute
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THAINAMTHIP LIMITED
MR.PORNWUT
SARASIN
VICE-CHAIRMAN

ThaiNamthip Limited was established in 1959 by Thai businessmen from “Sarasin” “Kiangsiri” and “Boonsoong” family.
They opened the first bottling company in Thailand with Coca
Cola Export Corporation under the name of “ThaiNamthip
Company Limited.” It was the origin of the leading beverage producer and distributor of Thailand with the highest
standard of production process, modern machine together
with all processing equipments having regular inspection from
the specialists and lead to the efficient and safe production
capacity. At present, the company has more than 200,000
networks all over the country for distributing its products to
cover all groups of customers and every channel. Furthermore,
the company aims to create good things with the sustainable
operation policy in every aspect, emphasize on environment
and social for being more sustainable business.
Thai Nam Thip Building, North Park, 214 Moo 5, Vibhavadi Rangsit Road, Thung Song Hong,
Laksi, Bangkok 10210
Telephone : 02-984-2000 Fax :02-955-0656
Website : www.thainamthip.co.th E-mail : -

Mr. Jorge Chazarreta
President
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Mr. Porn Datchkanakorn
Quality Management Manager

Ms.Suthira Surinspanont
External Affairs Manager

THAI OIL
PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED
Thai Oil Public Company Limited is the biggest petroleum
refinery and distributor of the country. Its refinery located at
Sri Racha District, Chonburi Province. Today, the company
has a petroleum refining capacity of approximately 275,000
barrel/day. Besides, the company also engages in other
businesses in its subsidiary comprising paraxylene, lubricant
base oils, electricity generating, marine and pipeline transportation of crude oil, petroleum and petrochemical products,
ship management, alternative energy, solvent, and providing
professional administration in different fields.
The company engages in fully integrated refining and
petrochemical business under the mission of becoming one of
the leading organizations in the overall operations, step to
excellent organization, teamwork supporting, aims to create
new ideas on the principle of trusting each other for sustainable growth and also focus on good governance and social
responsibility.

MR.NORKUN
SITTHIPHONG
CHAIRMAN OF THE
BOARD AND DIRECTOR

555/1 Energy Complex Building A, 11th Floor, Vibhavadi Rangsit Road, Chatuchak, Chatuchak,
Bangkok 10900
Telephone: 02-797-2999 02-299-0000 Facsimile : 02-797-2970
Website : www.thaioilgroup.com E-mail : Recruitment@thaioilgroup.com

Mr. Veerasak Kositpaisal
Chief Executive Officer

Mr. Santi Wasanasiri
Innovation and Sustainability
Manager

Dr. Promtida Sodsai
Assistant Manager
Sustainability Development
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TOYOTA MOTOR
THAILAND COMPANY LIMITED
MR. PRAMON
SUTIVONG
CHAIRMAN

Toyota Motor Thailand Company Limited is Japanese automobile manufacturer, established in Thailand in 1962 with the
initial registered capital of 7,520 million baht. Its production
bases situated at Toyota Samrong, Samut Prakan Province,
Toyota Banpho and Toyota Gateway at Chachoengsao
Province. The company has been most accepted in Thailand
and will keep on sustainable growing with the world standard
products and services for the customers both domestic and
overseas with the production capacity of over 600,000 car/
year. Moreover, the company has been doing the business
concurrently with the activity for occupational health and
environment continuously for over 50 years. Now, the company is developing into integrated CSR Across Value Chain
process starting from the procedure of selecting material to
the assembly plant, manufacturing, delivery quality products
to customers, distributing and also after sales service. Besides,
the company also has the policy to support its subsidiaries,
dealers and Toyota parts manufacturer to cover all areas of
Thailand.
186/1 Moo 1, Old Railway Road, Samrong Tai, Phrapradeang, Samutprakarn 10130
Telephone : 02-386-1000 Fax : 02-386-1000
Website : www.toyota.co.th E-mail : cch@toyota.co.th

Mr. Pramon Sutivong
Chairman
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Mr. Ekachai Ratanachaiwong
Senior Vice President

Ms. Jittima Kongchumnian
General Manager

Mr. Vudhigorn Suriyachantananont
Senior Vice President

Mr. Watsachai Sittibutsaya
General Manager

UNILEVER THAI
SERVICES LIMITED
Unilever aims to build the brighter future for each day
and wishes to make everyone feel good, look good and be
happy with their lives by using quality brand products and
services. The company is one of the world leading producers
and distributors of consumer products with its operations in
more than 100 countries throughout the world. Each year, the
consumers all over the world buy Unilever products of more
than 170,000 million items. Unilever products are distributed
to more than 190 countries with more than 2 billion people
using the products in their daily lives. In 2010 the company
declared “Sustainable living plan” which is one of the most
challenging purposes for world and resource sustainability.
Unilever has targeted that the company will improve the quality of life, health and living of more than 1 billion consumers
within year 2020. And also, the company intends to obtain
all materials from the farm that has no impact on environment,
and it will reduce half of the environmental impact from its
operations and products, in addition to reduce half of the
using of Unilever’s products. In Thailand where Unilever has
conducted its business for 80 years, the company produces
and distributes many leading product brands, such as Breeze,
Omo, All, Sunlight, Comfort, Lux, Vaseline, Citra, Sunsilk, Clear,
Toni&Guy, Tresemme, Ponds, Dove, Axe, Rexona, Close Up,
Knorr, Walls, Best Foods, Lipton and Aviance, etc.

MR.BAUKE
ROUWERS
CHAIRMAN

SCB Park Plaza Tower 1, Ratchadapisek Road, Chatuchak, Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900
Telephone : 02-554-2000 Fax : 02- 512-2622
Website : www.unilever.com E-mail : website.thailand@ unilever.com

Mr.Bauke Rouwers
Chairman

Ms.Chalumporn Nophaket
Communications Manager

Ms.Aranya Luepradid
Communications Support
Manager-Media Relations
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VINYTHAI
PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED
VinyThai Company Public Limited is listed in Stock Exchange
of Thailand having Sole Way S.A. Co., Ltd. of Belgium, and
PTT Global Chemicals Public Co., Ltd. of Thailand as the major
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD shareholders. It was established in 1989 and began its business
of PVC plastic resins production in 1992. After that, the
OF DIRECTORS
company has continually expanded its production to other
related products, such as caustic soda, ethylene dichloride
and vinyl chloride monomer. Recently, the company has
opened its new subsidiary, Advanced Biochemical (Thailand)
Co., Ltd., for epichlorohydrin production where the production
base was located at Map Ta Phut Industrial Estate, Rayong
Province. This company has complete processing procedure
that relies on raw materials and public utilities mostly provided
from within the country. Vinylthai is an important company for
petrochemical industry of Thailand by doing the business with
responsibility and sustainable development while concerning
for the benefit of all stake holders, social and country.

MR. ROGER
LESTER KEARNS

2 Map Ta Phut Industrial Estate, I- 3 Road, Map Ta Phut, Muang, Rayong 21150
Telephone : 038-925-000 Fax : 038-683-048
Website : www.vinythai.co.th E-mail : vnt.job@solvay.com

Mr.Bruno van der Wielen
Managing Director
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Mr.Sompot Cheeranorawanich
Vice President Corporate
Affairs and Communications

Ms.Viraya Khunprom
Corporate Social
Responsibility Manager

THE VIRIYAH INSURANCE
PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED
The Viriyah Insurance Public Company Limited was established on February 3, 1947 with the registered capital of 5
million baht under the name “Asia Commercial (Insurance)
Co., Ltd.” The company offers the service of fire and marine
transportation insurance under the management of Mr. Lek
Viriyaphan. The company has a variety of insurance services
and products that cover all groups of customer so that these
result in its excellent outcome. And now, the company has
become the casualty insurance company and dominated the
market in “No.1” for very long time since 1992 and also gain
highest market share for 19 consecutive years. The successful
business for more than 65 years can surely guarantee the
company’s readiness and experience in the casualty insurance. However, the company insists to develop and create
new services and products to efficiently respond to every
group of customer’s requirement for their most pleasure as the
policy “Justice is Policy.” Apart from doing insurance business,
the company sincerely intends to develop the quality of life.
So, the company keeps on moving forward in supporting
all kinds of social activities through its several projects and
activities.
121/7, 121/14-23, 121/25-28, 121/104, 2nd-6th Floor, Ratchadapisek Road, Dindang, Dindang,
Bangkok 10400
Telephone : 02-239-1000 02-641-3500-79 Fax : 02-641-3500 ตอ 1495
Website : www.viriyah.co.th E-mail : info@viriyah.co.th

Ms.Kanda Wattanayingsomsuk
Vice Marketing Manager

Ms. Jirayub Buaphuak
Public Relations
Division Manager

Ms.Chaisri Viwatradtana
Public Relations Officer
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